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Abstract 
Active machine learning is a human-centric paradigm that leverages a small labelled 
dataset to build an initial weak classifier, that can then be improved over time through 
human-machine collaboration. As new unlabelled samples are observed, the machine 
can either provide a prediction, or query a human ‘oracle’ when the machine is not con-
fident in its prediction. Of course, just as the machine may lack confidence, the same 
can also be true of a human ‘oracle’: humans are not all-knowing, untiring oracles. A 
human’s ability to provide an accurate and confident response will often vary between 
queries, according to the duration of the current interaction, their level of engage-
ment with the system, and the difficulty of the labelling task. This poses an important 
question of how uncertainty can be expressed and accounted for in a human-machine 
collaboration. In short, how can we facilitate a mutually-transparent collaboration 
between two uncertain actors—a person and a machine—that leads to an improved 
outcome? In this work, we demonstrate the benefit of human-machine collabora-
tion within the process of active learning, where limited data samples are available or 
where labelling costs are high. To achieve this, we developed a visual analytics tool for 
active learning that promotes transparency, inspection, understanding and trust, of the 
learning process through human-machine collaboration. Fundamental to the notion 
of confidence, both parties can report their level of confidence during active learning 
tasks using the tool, such that this can be used to inform learning. Human confidence 
of labels can be accounted for by the machine, the machine can query for samples 
based on confidence measures, and the machine can report confidence of current 
predictions to the human, to further the trust and transparency between the collabora-
tive parties. In particular, we find that this can improve the robustness of the classifier 
when incorrect sample labels are provided, due to unconfidence or fatigue. Reported 
confidences can also better inform human-machine sample selection in collaborative 
sampling. Our experimentation compares the impact of different selection strategies 
for acquiring samples: machine-driven, human-driven, and collaborative selection. We 
demonstrate how a collaborative approach can improve trust in the model robust-
ness, achieving high accuracy and low user correction, with only limited data sample 
selections.
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Introduction
Machine learning involves the process of training a classifier to distinguish classes, using 
a large collection of high-quality accurately-labelled data samples. A variety of bench-
mark datasets exist online that include manually-crafted annotations and class labels, 
however for many real-world applications the process of collecting and annotating such 
large datasets by hand is neither practical nor feasible. As a motivating example, the 
popular MNIST digit classification dataset [1] consists of 60,000 training images and 
10,000 test images of digits in the range 0 to 9. A human working at a response rate of 
1 second/image would require 1000 min (over 16 h) to label this training data. Even a 
‘skilled’ labeller with a response rate of 0.5 second/image would require over 8 h to per-
form this task, working continuously with no breaks. Clearly this is impractical for any 
human to perform, and the reliability of labels would most likely reduce over time. This 
example clearly highlights the issues of time and effort, and also human fatigue and reli-
ability. Another factor to consider is understanding how the training samples contribute 
towards the accuracy of the classifier. Many batch learning systems take the approach 
of ‘more data is better’, without acknowledging that some samples that may be included 
could reduce performance (e.g., poorly-written digits in the MNIST example), or cases 
where the algorithm could be fooled by the input. Equally, since the learning features are 
typically just a subset of possible descriptors drawn from the real-world artefact, then it 
is vital to understand rapidly if the chosen features adequately represent those artefacts, 
to avoid extensive effort creating datasets that may never have sufficient discriminative 
power to construct a suitable classifier [2].
Active Learning is an area of research that aims to address human-machine collabora-
tion in machine learning. Initially, the machine is trained on a small sample of labels 
by the human. As new unlabelled samples are observed, the machine can either pro-
vide a classification if it is suitable confident to do so, else it can query the human for a 
class label if it is unconfident [3]. Over time, the performance of the machine classifier 
improves as the human answers each query. Ideally, the active learning approach would 
perform as well as a batch learning approach, yet require significantly fewer training 
samples and therefore less human intervention. However, this poses several challenges. 
For example, how should the machine decide which samples to query with the user such 
that the best gain can be achieved? Also, how can the machine ensure that this selection 
does not introduce a bias in the training sample, such that a generalisable classifier fails 
to perform well? A crucial, but often overlooked assumption is that the user will be able 
to provide the correct label at all times. However, what if they can not, or what if they 
can provide a label but they are not fully confident in their decision—perhaps because 
the features stored are noisy or inadequately capture the artefact (for example, ambigu-
ous hand-writing in the MNIST case).
In this work, we demonstrate the benefit of human-machine collaboration within the 
process of active learning, where limited data samples are available or where labelling 
costs are high. To achieve this, we develop a visual analytics tool called ActiVAte (Visual 
Analytics in Active Machine Learning) that promotes transparency, inspection, under-
standing and trust, of the learning process through human-machine collaboration. Fun-
damental to the notion of confidence, both parties can report their level of confidence 
during active learning tasks using the tool, such that this can be used to inform learning. 
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Human confidence of labels can be accounted for by the machine, the machine can query 
for samples based on confidence measures, and the machine can report confidence of 
current predictions to the human, to further the trust and transparency between the col-
laborative parties. This conception of human-machine collaboration makes the conven-
tional notion of a ‘user’ or a ‘supervisor’ somewhat redundant and outdated, as these 
terms are suggestive of a one-way flow of information rather than a dialogue between 
collaborative partners. Within this work, when we refer to a ‘user’ this could, and should, 
be considered more precisely as a ‘collaborator’ that engages in a two-way dialogue with 
the system. Using the ActiVAte tool, we present an empirical study to investigate clas-
sifier performance under different sample selection strategies (machine-driven, user-
driven, and collaborative), to assess classifier accuracy, and human re-labelling (which 
can be considered a form of intervention or correction). We also investigate different 
labelling techniques, and show how confidence can inform data augmentation tech-
niques to improve classifier robustness. We show that the collaborative selection yields 
both high accuracy and low user correction, emphasising the effectiveness of the col-
laborative visual analytic workflow. The contributions of this work are summarised as 
follows:
• We demonstrate the benefit of human-machine collaboration using a novel vis-
ual analytics tool called ActiVAte that facilitates transparency and trust in active 
machine learning via two-way collaborative dialogue on data attributions between 
human and machine.
• We integrate the notion of confidence within an active learning framework, for both 
human and machine to express personal confidence in data attributions, providing 
mutual transparency for other parties in further decision-making processes.
• We incorporate human confidence weighting as part of a data augmentation labelling 
scheme, which we find can improve the robustness of the classifier in the presence of 
ambiguous or mis-classified data samples compared to traditional data augmentation 
techniques.
• We conduct an empirical study using the ActiVAte system, to compare the effective-
ness of machine, human, and collaborative selection strategies. We measure perfor-
mance against four different labelling schemes, and show how collaborative selec-
tion can achieve high classifier accuracy whilst also minimising the corrective effort 
required by the human’s collaborative interactions.
Related work
To address related works for our study, we review the use of active machine learn-
ing techniques and we also explore how visual analytics has been used for improved 
machine learning applications.
Attenberg and Provost [4] look at the difficulties of applying active learning in prac-
tice, suggesting that the adoption of the technique is still relatively low despite the prom-
ises of reducing the cost and effort of machine learning development. Raghavan et al. [5] 
extend traditional active learning to include feedback on features in addition to label-
ling instances, suggesting that the human can be better utilised as a feature detector 
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for re-weighting important features. Donmez et al. [6] discuss Pro-active learning, rec-
ognising that the human is not an all-knowing oracle and suggesting that the machine 
should be able to learn when the user is imperfect, not able to answer, or when multiple 
users provide conflicting opinions. Lin et al. [7] describe Re-active learning as an exten-
sion of active learning where relabelling is allowed. This may enable multiple users to 
refine or correct a previous label, which may be suitable in cases where labels are crowd-
sourced, or where users may have low confidence in their initial response. This presents 
another benefit for active learning, since the human performing the task of labelling 
may be incorrect (either knowingly or unknowingly). Lughofer et al. [8] show how tak-
ing account of users’ labelling confidence can reduce prediction errors by up to 50% in 
an online learning task. Smith et al. [9] study how user confidence could be predicted 
from how users perform visual decision-making tasks, which could further human and 
machine collaboration, either to only make use of training labels that a human user is 
confident are correct, or as a means of identifying unconfident cases that need further 
investigation.
Cook  et al. [10] consider the use of machine learning and visual analytics for busi-
ness decision-support. They look at how profitability and uncertainty can be analysed 
and predicted based on a collection of features that are hand-crafted from company 
records. Choo  et al. [11] describe a visual testbed for dimensionality reduction and 
clustering, demonstrating how high-dimensional datasets can be explored using visual 
analytics tools. Their tool shows how different classes of data (e.g., digit datasets) may 
vary in terms of the clustering region and spread of the data in the reduced space. Their 
tools rely on knowing the class labels for the underlying datasets. Krause et al. [12] pro-
pose a visual analytics system for understanding feature selection in machine learning 
tasks. In particular, they look at interactive partial dependence diagnostics to study how 
individual features affect the overall prediction, as well as understanding how and why 
specific data points are predicted, and support for tweaking feature values to observe 
how the prediction responds. They demonstrate their approach for detecting the onset 
of diabetes from electronic medical records. Legg et al. [13] propose the use of active 
learning to facilitate the understanding and analysis of video search, and as a means of 
refining search results based on uncertain sketch-based queries. Legg et al. [14, 15] also 
demonstrate how user feedback can be incorporated within an active learning approach 
for insider threat detection. Endert et al. [16] looked at the integration of machine learn-
ing and visual analytics, illustrating how visual analytics provides a practical medium for 
supporting interactive and iterative machine learning applications that can offer benefits 
over traditional batch learning tasks.
Liu et al. [17] present a survey of how visual analytics can be used for better analysis of 
machine learning models. They focus on three categories of application: understanding, 
diagnosis, and refinement. Examples of work covered in the survey include Ren  et al. 
[18], who use a parallel coordinates view coupled with a pixel-based visualisation to sup-
port performance diagnosis of multi-class classifiers within a single visualisation, with 
an aim to reduce cognitive load during analysis.
There has been much interest recently in how visual analytics can be used for inter-
pretation and understanding of machine learning. Phillips et al. [19] describe interpret-
able active learning, working with the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations 
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framework (LIME) to provide explanations for active learning recommendations. They 
demonstrate how LIME can be used to generate locally faithful explanations for an active 
learning strategy, and how these explanations can be used to understand how different 
models and datasets explore a problem space over time. Rubens and Sugiyama [20] study 
influence-based collaborative active learning, where multiple users may work together 
to provide a result, such as a group-based recommendation. Yang and Loog [21] also 
study active learning using uncertain information. With regards to understanding deep 
neural network structures, Liu et al. [22] look at understanding the training process of 
deep generative models, Ming et al. [23] focus on understanding the hidden memories 
of recurrent neural networks, and Kahng et al. [24] propose ActiVis as a visual analytics 
tool for exploring large deep neural networks. Olah et al. [25] discuss the building blocks 
of interpretability within convolutional neural networks. Within the Computer Vision 
community there is much interest in visualising neural network structures to improve 
understanding, given the image-based nature of inputs and the semantic representation 
of hidden nodes. As noted by the increase of works combining visualisation and machine 
learning, there is much scope for how visualisation can improve the understanding of 
machine learning models [24, 26].
There are a number of different approaches for how users may interact with a learning 
process, beyond simply providing labels to a classifier. Brezeal and Thomaz [27] demon-
strated that providing more transparency and multi-channel communication increased 
user engagement and reduced learning times in a robotic Reinforcement Learning Task. 
Within the fields of design and optimisation via techniques such as Interactive Evolu-
tionary Algorithms [28], the importance of interfaces that support people to take a more 
active role in guiding search, and the effects on facilitating and prolonging engagement 
has been extensively studied e.g. [29–31]. Amershi et al. survey the role of humans in 
interactive machine learning [32], looking at different forms of user interaction, and also 
considering how people can provide more than just data labels. Sacha et al. analyse how 
visual interaction can help in dimensionality reduction for understanding characteris-
tics of the data [33]. Aung  et al. study labelling uncertainty based on student engage-
ment, and discuss the notion of soft and hard labels based on individual and summary 
statistics of the labeller’s responses [34]. Smith et al. study how user confidence in vis-
ual decision making tasks can be assessed, based on eye gaze fixations and interactions 
[35]. Bernard et al. propose a visual interactive labeling process called VIAL [36]. They 
demonstrate VIAL on image recognition in CCTV footage, however with a much more 
complex and configurable interface. Our approach addresses different objectives, such 
as illustrating the selection of samples from a pool of unlabelled cases, the spatial drag-
and-drop labelling of samples to extend the physical analogy of classifying objects into 
groups, and the positioning of objects to convey a level of confidence or association 
within the groups.
Confidence‑based active learning framework
Traditional batch learning systems that are pre-trained on large datasets have shortcom-
ings for practical usage. Firstly, end-users are not engaged in the learning process, and 
so can not study how they operate, and whether to trust the reliability of the system 
(e.g., understanding why the machine made a particular decision, and whether it was 
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the correct decision). Secondly, if the distribution of observations changes over time 
then there may well be need for re-training of the system (e.g., malware detection, where 
an adversary would purposely adapt the distribution of new malware types). Finally, 
obtaining large representative datasets may be challenging and so a continual learning 
framework that is initialised on a limited data sample may be of more practical benefit. 
Here, we propose that an interactive learning system can offer significant improvement 
to address these shortcomings. In particular, through human-machine collaboration, 
both parties can inform each other of their levels of confidence during the task, further 
enhancing the notion of trust in data input quality and classifier performance.
Figure 1 presents a confidence-based visual analytic loop for active machine learning. 
Initially, the system has no labelled examples to construct a classifier. The user initiates 
the process and queries the machine to retrieve an initial set of samples from the pool of 
unlabelled instances. Samples can be selected based on a variety of schemes: randomly, 
based on a measure of dissimilarity or distance (such that the selected samples exhibit 
variety and coverage of the overall distribution), or by user-selection from the sample 
pool. The user can then provide labels for these samples (whilst reporting how confident 
they are in the assigned label), and the machine can then train the classifier on this sam-
ple set to obtain an accuracy score against a test set that is not incorporated in training. 
Once the machine has developed an initial classifier, the visual analytics loop can be uti-
lised, and confidence of the current model can be exploited further at this stage.
There are four forms where confidence can be utilised within the framework (shown 
by the colour-coded arrows within the loop in Fig. 1). Firstly, when the user queries for 
more samples, the machine can use the existing classifier model to identify samples that 
it is unconfident about. If the machine can identify samples where it is not confident and 
query these with the user, then over time the machine should become more capable of 
Fig. 1 Confidence-based visual analytic loop for active machine learning. User actions are shown in blue, 
and machine actions are shown in orange. The outer stages show the initial phase of operation, then the 
inner loop shows the subsequent actions for each iteration of training. Coloured arrows correspond to 
4 possible forms of confidence that can be utilised from the current classifier model: selection based on 
confidence, and reporting of confidence, for both user and machine. Central to the process, as the user 
queries or selects further samples, and also confirms or refines machine-generated labels, this contributes 
towards their knowledge generation of the system process
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classifying these cases. In addition, the user may decide to select samples manually—
which may be due to either high confidence in being able to offer a label, or because of 
observing that the machine has low confidence in a given class. The selection of samples 
can be driven by either the machine, the user, or a combined approach of the two. Fol-
lowing sample selection, the machine will provide a label based on the current classifier 
model. With each label is an associated confidence (given by the weights in the output 
layer of the neural network) that can be reported to the user. This allows the user to 
see what class the machine believes the sample to be, and how confident the machine 
is in each case. Finally, the user can either confirm or refine the label assign to each of 
the selected samples, and express a level of confidence back to the machine. With each 
loop, we would expect the classifier to improve as more samples are labelled. In addition, 
whilst initially the user may need to refine labels, over time we would expect user refine-
ment to decrease as more machine samples are labelled correctly. With each iteration, 
user interaction with the system enables a more detailed understanding of how the clas-
sifier performance has improved and why; for example, if particular samples have caused 
the classifier to significantly improve or worsen since the previous iteration, these sam-
ples can be studied in greater detail. This interaction may further inform the choice of 
samples that the user wishes to provide labels for on the next iteration of the loop. At 
each loop, the classifier state is saved so that this can be deployed as a trained model 
once the user is sufficiently happy with the performance obtained.
ActiVAte system design
We developed a visual analytic software tool called ActiVAte (Visual Analytics in Active 
Learning) that is designed to facilitate the process of active machine learning using vis-
ual analytics. The software is deployed as a client-server model with a web-based user 
interface, and is written using Python and Javascript. Key to this is the ability to interface 
with popular machine learning libraries such as Tensorflow and Keras. The system pro-
vides a variety of interactive views to facilitate human-machine collaboration, transpar-
ency, and trust, during the iterative process of classifier training.
The system is designed for end-users who may wish to iteratively train a machine 
learning classifier for a particular task, but who may not necessarily be ‘expert’ in the 
field of machine learning or capable of developing their own machine learning applica-
tions. Machine learning is attracting attention in many new domains and so there is a 
need to address this user group who may be working with data but who are not neces-
sarily able to code a machine learning algorithm. The system would also be beneficial to 
those who wish to inspect the samples used for training a classifier to ensure robustness 
and discriminative power between classes. To ensure that the system fulfils this purpose, 
it should:
• Facilitate automated and manual sample selection using various confidence- and 
distance-based techniques, such that effective training samples can be identified for 
labelling.
• Be able to infer appropriate labels for unlabelled samples, based on the labelling pro-
vided by the user.
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• Be able to train a classifier based on labelled samples, and allow the the user to 
explore the classifier performance to better identify cases of mis-classification.
• Be able to assist in labelling, by predicting sample labels using the available classifier 
model, such that labelling effort from the user can be minimised.
• Be transparent—facilitating both actors to understand the uncertainty in each other’s 
(mental or machine-learned) models and decisions.
• Provide a dynamic and engaging experience for labelling and training the classifier, 
such that acceptable accuracy can be achieved from a limited sample set in minimal 
time compared to batch training.
Overview
The visual analytics interface (Fig. 2) consists of various supporting linked views:
• Sample pool view: This panel enables users to visualise the pool of labelled and unla-
belled samples based on dimensionality reduction from the original image space to 
a 2-dimensional scatter plot view. Users can select samples by hand, and can also 
observe machine sample selection from the pool. The visualisation enables users 
to assess whether the sample distribution is even across the space, or whether this 
is uneven and bias towards particular classes. It can also be used to facilitate user 
understanding of when weak samples are mis-classified (e.g., a 4 that appears within 
a cluster of 9’s in sample space may be a weak example of a 4). However, this can also 
be informative since it may be this weak sample that is required to improving classi-
fier robustness and further the discriminative features of the classifier.
• Classifier view: This panel enables users to provide labels for samples based on 
drag-and-drop from the unlabelled area (grey) into the respective 10-class coloured 
regions. Users can associate a level of confidence with their label based on the verti-
Fig. 2 ActiVAte user interface. Key components include the classifier view for dragging new instances to 
corresponding classes, sample pool view, which offers a dimensionality reduction view of the unlabelled pool 
of samples, and the accuracy view that shows the accuracy against the test set at each iteration of training. 
Configuration options are also available to the user in the left column
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cal positioning of the sample within the respective region. Similarly, the machine will 
report to the user by presenting predicted instances in their respective class regions, 
positioned based on confidence. The user can then accept the machine prediction or 
refine it by dragging the sample to the correct region. Samples are shown either as 
a yellow highlight where the machine has predicted the value, and the user has not 
acted on the sample, blue where the machine predicted value has been confirmed 
by the user, and red where the machine predicted value has been corrected by the 
user. This drag-and-drop approach for sample labelling is akin to real-world docu-
ment classification where items may be grouped together, and so offers an intuitive 
representation of the task. It also allows all samples to be ‘scattered’ in front of the 
user, to enable them to better compare and contrast samples with each other.
• Test accuracy view: This panel indicates the current accuracy of the classifier for each 
of the training schemes being tested, shown by the coloured lines that correspond 
to the coloured percentage results. The line plot is updated each time the classifier 
is trained to reflect the change over time in how the accuracy has improved. The 
line plot can also give an indication of user effort for each iteration, defined as the 
number of cases that the user has re-labelled for that iteration. This is scaled as a per-
centage of samples provided for that iteration of training, and is shown by the dashed 
line. This reinforces the concept of transparency, to assess how the classifier perfor-
mance varies over time in accordance to the samples that have been provided.
• Confusion matrix view: This panel indicates the current performance of the classifier 
using a confusion matrix. The confusion matrix shows the correspondence between 
predicted values and actual values for all cases in the test set, as a colour-scaled 
matrix. The ideal case is where the predicted values corresponds with the same 
actual value, giving a diagonal across the matrix. Typically, there will be some mis-
classifications (e.g., a 4 may be predicted as a 9), and so the confusion matrix allows 
the user to identify such cases. The combination of both the confusion matrix and 
the sample pool is designed to further inform user sample selection, and the genera-
tion of knowledge on how samples improve the classifier performance.
• Configuration view: This panel allows the user to select the number of samples to 
draw from the unlabelled pool for the next iteration. It also allows the user to train 
the classifier using different schemes: single-instance labelling, inferred labelling, 
image data augmentation, and confidence-based augmentation (which we describe 
in the subsequent section). It also allows the user to configure the classifier type 
(logistic regression or convolution neural network), the sample selection scheme 
currently used by the machine, and what reduction technique should be used for the 
sample pool view. These parameters can also be adjusted during training iterations as 
desired by the user. It is not expected or required to interact and adjust these param-
eters, however more advanced users may wish to have access to this configuration.
The visual analytics interface supports five key tasks: (1) representation of unlabelled 
sample pool; (2) user/machine sample selection; (3) user labelling and confidence feed-
back; (4) training of the machine classifier; and (5) machine labelling and confidence 
feedback. The following sections detail each of these tasks, and how the visual analytics 
interaction can better facilitate these cases.
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Sample space representation and sample selection
We can consider the complete dataset to be a pool of unlabelled samples from which 
we wish to decide which samples to select that will best inform the training of a classi-
fier. For the MNIST data, each image is 28 × 28 (784 pixels). Treating each image as a 
point in a 784-dimensional space, a common technique is to use dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques, to then map each image to a 2-dimensional projection whilst aiming 
to preserve distance and similarity between samples from the high-dimensional space. 
This aids our ability to visualise and reason about the relationship of samples. ActiVAte 
incorporates commonly-used methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 
t-distributed Stochastic Neighbourhood Embedding (t-SNE) [37] and Uniform Manifold 
Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [38].
Figure 3 shows the complete dataset within the three different projection spaces: PCA, 
T-SNE and UMAP. Each plot consists of 55,000 points. The figure shows the general dis-
tribution of the complete dataset under each of the three dimensionality reduction tech-
niques, when no label is shown (first column), where the true label is shown by colour 
(second column), and where an ‘inferred label’ is shown by colour (third column). The 
inferred label is given by sampling 100 uniform points and providing a label for each, 
and then assigning labels for the remaining points using a nearest-neighbour approach. 
This is intended to show how a simple classifier could be developed if the samples can be 
clustered well initially (using the dimensionality reduction techniques).
It can be seen that PCA does not provide any clear clustering in the general distribu-
tion, whereas there are distinct clusters that are visible in both the t-SNE and UMAP 
representations (albeit at an increased computational cost to perform these methods). 
Fig. 3 Dimension reduction techniques for exploring the unlabelled sample pool consisting of all training 
images. For each row, the unlabelled pool is shown (left), the pool with true labels (middle), and the pool with 
inferred labels from 100 user-labelled samples (right). Results of labelling accuracy from the inferred scheme, 
and the accuracy achieved on the standard MNIST test dataset are given using Logistic Regression (LR) and 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
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When plotting the true labels, it can be seen that the clusters identified by both t-SNE 
and UMAP do indeed correspond relatively well with the underlying class labels. Using 
the projection space to obtain 100 uniform samples, we can then train a logisitic regres-
sion (LR) classifier, or even a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with this. Using 
UMAP with and a CNN classifier, we can obtain 88% accuracy against the standard test 
set. Active learning can often be considered as one of three scenarios: membership query 
synthesis, stream-based selective sampling, or pool-based sampling [3]. Our approach 
primarily aligns with pool-based and stream-based techniques, where the machine-
driven selection may select from a pool of unlabelled samples, and user-driven selection 
may select individual samples in some order. We can consider the result presented here 
as a useful benchmark to compare collaborative selection against, where a more intelli-
gent approach to sampling is adopted through the human-machine working partnership.
User‑driven sample selection
At any stage of interaction, the user can browse the projection space by hovering the 
mouse cursor over each point to see the original image data. They can click on a sample 
to select it from the pool. If the classifier has not yet been initialised, the sample will be 
placed in the unlabelled region of the classifier view. If the classifier has been initialised 
then the sample will be placed in the predicted class region in the classifier view, verti-
cally positioned according to the machine confidence where a higher position indicates a 
higher level of confidence. In addition to the projection space, the user can also explore 
the confusion matrix view. The confusion matrix shows the distribution of the most 
recent training between predicted values and actual values. This is a common technique 
for being able to identify weaknesses where predicted values do not correspond with 
actual values (i.e., values that do not sit within the diagonal). The combination of the 
sample pool, the confusion matrix, and the classifier view can be used to inform users of 
suitable sample selections that may help to further improve the classifier accuracy.
Machine‑driven sample selection
At any stage of interaction, the user can request that the machine provides a set of N 
samples for the user. There are eight different selection schemes from the sample pool 
that the machine can utilise: random selection (RS), distance-based selection (DS), 
least-confidence random selection (LCRS), Least-confidence distance-based selection 
(LCDS), marginal-confidence random selection (MCRS), marginal-confidence distance-
based selection (MCDS), entropy-confidence random selection (ECRS), and entropy-
confidence distance-based selection (ECDS).
As the name suggests, random selection (RS) simply selects a sample from the pool at 
random to query with the user. In distance-based selection (DBS), the machine will iter-
atively select the point furthest away from all previously-selected points, until N samples 
have been retrieved, with the aim of optimally selecting points that provide coverage 
over the entire distribution. Distances can be measured either in the projection space or 
in the original dimensionality, however in the interest of computation speed we typically 
use the projection space. In the case of the confidence-based methods (LCRS, LCDS, 
MCRS, MCDS, ECRS, and ECDS), we make use of various uncertainty sampling tech-
niques used within active learning [3]. The machine selects a number of samples (e.g., 
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N2, either randomly or distance-based) that the system then predicts a label for using 
the current state of the classifier. The output layer of the classifier gives a probability 
distribution across each class that can inform on the confidence of each prediction. In 
the case of least-confidence, the machine selects the N samples that achieve the lowest 
prediction scores. In the case of marginal-confidence, the machine selects the N samples 
that have the minimum separation between the predicted class and the second-highest 
prediction (i.e., cases that may be borderline between the top two predicted classes). In 
the case of entropy-confidence, the machine selects the N samples that have the high-
est entropy across the set of predicted class scores (i.e., where there is high randomness 
within the output layer distribution).
Before a classifier has been initialised, a small subset of samples are selected (either 
by the user directly, or automatically by the machine) and displayed in the ‘unlabelled’ 
region of the classifier view. This small dataset is used to ‘seed’ the classifier training. The 
user can then position each sample in the corresponding class region indicated by the 
coloured segments using drag-and-drop interaction. As each sample is labelled, the cor-
responding point in the sample pool view is also coloured to match the assigned class. 
For the user, this is particularly useful for identifying clusters of similar images within 
the projection space. The user can make use of the vertical positioning of samples to 
inform the machine of how confident they are in the label—for example, an exemplar 
of a ‘5’ may be positioned high whereas a poor sample may be positioned lower in the 
region. This allows the user to inform the system not only the class label, but how much 
they believe it to be of that particular class.
Training the classifier
At each iteration, the classifier can be trained on all currently-labelled instances. The 
system allows the classifier to use either a Logistic Regression (LR) model and a Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) model using standard ML libraries, making it quite pos-
sible to extend to other forms of classifier. ActiVAte allows four different configurations 
for how the training data should be presented to the classifier: single-instance labelling 
(SIL), inferred labelling (IL), image data augmentation (IDA), and confidence-based aug-
mentation (CBA). The user can select whether to run all four training schemes simulta-
neously, or whether they wish to only run selected schemes.
Single‑instance labelling
The simplest case is to train the classifier on only the samples where the user has pro-
vided a label, which we refer to as single-instance labelling (SIL). In early stages of train-
ing (e.g., with 10 samples), it may be expected that the classifier fails to perform well due 
to a lack of data. However, as the user provides more labels, the performance would be 
expected to improve. Coupled with the different selection schemes, it may well be that 
the classifier can be trained to a sufficient standard with a small subset of high-quality 
and well-selected samples (e.g., 100), rather than requiring the full set of 60,000 images 
as used in batch training. This method serves as a baseline for our training, as it repre-
sents the direct labelling provided by the user, however with small training samples it is 
likely that the system will fail to generalise well.
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Inferred labelling
To overcome the issue of generalisation above, inferred labelling (IL) adopts a nearest-
neighbour approach to obtain labels for the rest of the unlabelled pool based on the 
knowledge provided by the user. This approach essentially means that the classifier can 
be trained on all samples available in the pool, however the samples may not neces-
sarily be labelled correctly. Given that the classifier is tested on a consistent test set of 
10,000 images, we can mitigate some of the risk in this approach. The classifier may have 
some performance issues depending on how the nearest-neighbour scheme is computed 
(e.g., in high-dimensional space, or one of the available projection spaces), however it 
can help to obtain a quick approximation, for which then the problematic cases can be 
explored further by the user. It is important to note however that this approach assumes 
that a large unlabelled sample pool is readily-available, which often would not be the 
case in online learning tasks. However, in cases where the pool is available, but the cost 
of human-labelling is high, it can potentially save much user effort.
Sample and confidence‑based augmentation
To address the limitations of SIL and IL, a common technique used for training image 
classifier is to generate augmented copies based on the samples where the user has pro-
vided a label. We refer to two schemes here: image data augmentation (IDA), and con-
fidence-based augmentation (CBA). IDA is the typical approach that introduces some 
subtle transformation (e.g., translation, rotation, scale, and skewness), such that the class 
remains the same yet the sample is slightly different. Using this approach, the user can 
label a small sample of images (e.g., 10) and the classifier can be trained on any num-
ber of possible combinations of transformation to increase the robustness of the training 
set. CBA incorporates user confidence as part of the augmentation process, based on 
the vertical positioning of samples within the visual analytics tool (where a higher sam-
ple positioning suggests a higher level of confidence that the sample corresponds to that 
class). In both IDA and CBA, we duplicate samples to create a new training set. In CBA, 
each sample is duplicated based on the confidence score assigned. In IDA, each sam-
ple is duplicated by a constant. From this, we use the Keras function ImageDataGenera-
tor to generate subtle augmentations of the samples. We duplicate the samples in both 
IDA and CBA so that the Keras function produces the same number of new instances 
for subsequent training (so that this does not unintentionally introduce a bias). For the 
ImageDataGenerator, we use a batch size of 32, giving an augmented total of 32N sam-
ples, where N is the number of original labelled samples.
Classifier feedback
Following each iteration of training, the system will report the test accuracy scores for 
each of the selected training schemes as a percentage. A line plot is used to show the 
percentage of each scheme over time (where time is equivalent to the number of samples 
given to the classifier for training). As is standard in many machine learning applica-
tions, the system is tested against a separate testing dataset to ensure the classifier is 
generalisable towards new data observations. The user can then also inspect the con-
fusion matrix to examine how the classifier performed in more detail. This shows the 
occurrence of predictions against their corresponding actual values, for each sample 
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in the test set. This is particularly useful for identifying where mis-classifications have 
occurred so that sample selection can target uncertainty within the classifier.
After the first iteration of training the classifier, when the user requests a sample from 
the unlabelled pool, each sample can be positioned in the classifier view based on the 
current prediction of the machine, using any of the training schemes as selected by the 
user. The sample is positioned in the horizontally based on the appropriate class label, 
and vertically based on the confidence associated with that class label. The confidence of 
the machine prediction can be obtained from the output layer of the classifier model that 
essentially serves as a probability distribution across all possible classes. This is the case 
for both the logistic regression model, and the convolutional neural network model, and 
would extend to many other classifier models also. Samples are positioned with a yellow 
highlight applied, indicating to the user that this is a machine prediction. The user can 
then confirm the class decision, or refine the decision by moving the sample to a new 
class region. If the user confirms the decision, the sample is shown as blue, and if the 
user refines the decision, the sample is shown as red. This serves as a effective visual cue 
to the distribution of machine-labelled and human-labelled samples within each class. 
The highlighting of yellow samples also provides a effective means of ‘seeing’ the clas-
sifier improve over time, as machine-positioned samples gradually become positioned 
higher up in each class region with each iteration of training. As before, the user can also 
manually select samples from the sample pool and see how these are positioned within 
the classifier view, giving a significantly more effective analysis of the classification per-
formance compared to the higher-level overview of the confusion matrix and test accu-
racy scores. The number of ‘corrected’ labels provided by the user can also be shown 
as a bar chart if desired. This indicates the number of cases where the machine label is 
incorrect and a user has therefore had to relabel (regardless of the user’s confidence). 
This could also be considered as ‘user effort’, which ideally we would hope to minimise 
using active machine learning. In our experimentation, we report on user effort for the 
machine-driven, user-driven, and collaborative selection strategies, in conjunction with 
the achieved accuracy of the classifier.
Experimentation
We use the ActiVAte system to conduct a range of experiments to study the effective-
ness of collaborative human-machine active learning, and how visual analytics can aid 
this process. We test eight schemes of machine-driven sample selection, as described in 
the previous section (RS, DS, LCRS, LCDS, MCRS, MCDS, ECRS, and ECDS), to study 
the impact of machine-confidence in active learning. We test against each of the four 
labelling stategies described previously (SIL, IL, IDA, and CBA). SIL results represent 
a baseline expectation of the system when only a single observation of each sample is 
provided. Likewise, IL results represent the assumption of having all samples available 
for labelling, essentially giving a ‘best possible case’ when limited sample labels are pro-
vided. Primarily, we are interested in how well the two augmentation methods, IDA and 
CBA, compare with IL given that only a limited set of samples are being trained upon, 
and to what extent can CBA improve on traditional IDA.
Importantly to note for this study, it is known that Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) can perform very well on the MNIST digit classification task, obtained in the 
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region of 97–99% accuracy (the Tensorflow MNIST tutorial shows how to train a model 
to 99.2% accuracy1). However, this is when training a classifier using the complete set of 
55,000 labelled images (with 5000 as a validation set and testing on 10,000). Since we are 
interested in how systems can be trained with limited data samples, we purposely only 
allow a maximum of 100 labelled training images to be included, since it is clear that 
manual labelling of thousands of examples is simply not practical for a user, or for any 
real-world application.
For each study, 10 iterations of training were performed. At each iteration, 10 new 
samples were appended to the training set, either queried by the system (machine-
driven selection), chosen by the user (user-driven selection), or a combination of the two 
(collaborative selection). Each queried sample was assigned a label by the machine based 
on the current prediction model. If the label was incorrect, then the user can ‘relabel’ 
to correct the machine. The user can also assign their confidence to the label based on 
vertical position in the class column. For training, each labelling scheme was used to 
train a separate instance of a CNN model. At each iteration, each model was trained for 
5 epoches on the available set of labelled instances, so that computation time was kept 
at a minimum between user interactions. Each epoch in the inferred case took approx-
imately 1 minute, whilst all other schemes took less than 10 second per epoch. After 
each iteration, we observe the classification accuracy as assessed against the standard 
MNIST test dataset. The complete set of accuracy scores also allows us to calculating 
area-under-curve results (AUC) over the complete training period, which provides a 
more accurate generalisation of how well the classifier has performed across all itera-
tions, and how rapidly the classifier converges to higher accuracy scores. We also assess 
the amount of label ‘relabelling’ required by the user, as a form of correction or interven-
tion required. The complete set of results are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of  classifier accuracy and  AUC results after  100 samples, for  machine‑
driven, user‑driven, and collaborative selection
The number of user re‑labelled samples, and accuracy scores for the four labelling schemes: single‑instance labelling (SIL), 
inferred labelling (IL), image data augmentation (IDA), and confidence‑based augmentation (CBA). Results in italic highlight 
where CBA improves on the IDA approach
Method User 
relabelled
Highest accuracy Area under curve (AUC)
SIL IL IDA CBA SIL IL IDA CBA
Machine-driven
 RS 41 77 94 86 87 54.95 77.15 64.05 63.90
 DS 55 71 89 83 86 38.35 70.75 50.55 53.10
 LCRS 75 82 94 93 92 52.70 77.85 64.85 66.10
 LCDS 68 72 84 71 85 45.75 67.05 52.65 57.55
 MCRS 61 79 94 92 93 56.00 77.40 71.20 70.65
 MCDS 72 64 90 80 88 44.20 74.65 56.65 58.00
 ECRS 68 81 92 94 94 54.60 77.55 73.20 73.40
 ECDS 69 67 86 81 79 45.10 71.25 59.75 59.10
User-driven 37 80 96 89 88 60.05 84.45 73.20 73.30
Collaborative 48 82 95 90 94 54.50 83.05 72.60 74.80
1 https ://www.tenso rflow .org/versi ons/r1.2/get_start ed/mnist /pros.
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Machine Selection from Sample Pool
In the first experiment, we study the performance of the classifier when the machine is 
solely responsible for selecting which samples should be labelled by the user. Figure 4 
show the learning curve results of the classifier using machine-based sample selection 
for 100 samples. Table 1 shows that LCRS achieves the highest results of both classifier 
Fig. 4 Learning curve plots for machine-driven sample selection results. Line: single-Instance (Blue), inferred 
(Yellow), image-augmentation (Green), confidence-augmentation (Red). Bar: cumulative number of samples 
relabelled by user
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accuracy and AUC, with 94% and 77.85 respectively. The highest accuracy and AUC for 
the augmentation methods is achieved by ECRS, with 94% accuracy for both methods, 
and an AUC of 73.40 and 73.20 for CBA and IDA respectively. This result shows that 
data augmentation methods can dramatically improve the classifier when training on 
limited samples, achieving as good an accuracy as when training on all original samples 
with inferred labels. Given that in most real-world cases, we would not have access to 
the full training set to perform an inferred approach, this result is extremely encouraging 
and highlights the benefits of augmentation techniques.
Looking at the augmentation techniques further, we can see that CBA improves on the 
IDA result in 5 out of 8 cases, and achieves the same accuracy as IDA in 1 case. Similarly, 
the AUC results for CBA improve on the IDA results in 5 out of 8 cases also, showing 
that both overall accuracy, and incremental accuracy can be improved using confidence-
based augmentation. This improvement may become more noticeable as more training 
samples are assigned a level of confidence by the user.
Looking at the difference between the random selection and distance-based selection 
techniques, it seems that the random selection techniques perform better than the dis-
tance-based. The distance-based selection aims to obtain a uniform sample across the 
complete projection space, however the results suggests that this does not necessarily 
improve the classifier. From a user perspective, the distance-based approach shows that 
they are considering the full sample space and so may help to provide a more robust 
classifier, compared to a random selection where some classes may well become poorly 
represented. This issue is an important topic in order to trust the reliability of the clas-
sifier, where visual analytics can help the inspection the classifier to assess robustness.
The last key observation to make is the amount of samples that are relabelled by the 
user. The random selection technique required 41 of a possible 100 relabels. The confi-
dence-based measures require significantly more relabels, in the range of 61 to 75. This 
result is interesting to observe, however it stands to reason. If the machine queries when 
it is unconfident, the likelihood is that the machine is incorrect, and so naturally, the 
user will be required to relabel. This relates to the previous point of sample selection, in 
that this process may make for a more robust classifier when being deployed for use in 
live production, compared to a example case such as MNIST digit classification.
User selection from sample pool
In this second stage of the study, we train the classifier based on user-selection from the 
sample pool view. We conducted experiments with four users who were tasked with per-
forming the user selection task for 100 samples to train the classifier. Figure 5 shows the 
learning curve results for an individual case, along with sample pool view and classifier 
view.
With the UMAP dimensionality reduction technique, we have already seen that there 
are distinctive clusters that appear in the sample pool view. A user can leverage the sam-
ple pool view to identify such clusters for their selection. By labelling just 10 samples 
(one from each cluster), the inferred technique scores in the region of 90% accuracy, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of dimensionality reduction with interactive labelling, 
however further experimentation would be necessary to see how it performs for other 
more challenging datasets. After 10 iterations, the IL method achieved results of 96%, 
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whilst IDA and CBA scored 89% and 88% respectively. In this example, only 37 relabels 
were made by the user.
One of the remarks from users when performing this task was that whilst the initial 
selection of samples was fairly intuitive due to the clusters present in the sample pool 
view, it became increasingly challenging to know which samples should be selected to 
improve the classifier performance. This remark was in line with our expectation, since 
with user selection it is for the user to decide which samples would be beneficial to label, 
which beyond the initial selection can become difficult to know what selections may 
best improve the classifier. The confusion matrix aims to overcome this to some extent, 
since users can see where mis-classifications occur, and therefore use this to guide their 
selection. However, it may be that offering a combination of both machine- and user-
selection techniques can help to overcome such bottlenecks more efficiently, placing less 
cognitive burden and effort on the user.
Collaborative selection from sample pool
In the final experiment, we allow the combination of both machine- and user-selection 
techniques. The system allows the user to select points from the sample pool view, and 
also to query the machine for samples using any of the machine-selection techniques. As 
an example, a user may initially select a point from each cluster, then train, then allow 
the machine to select the next round of samples based on where the machine confidence 
Fig. 5 Results for user-driven sample selection (37 out of 100 user labelled) showing a learning curve plot, b 
sample pool view and c classifier view
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is low. This then enables the user to select when they are confident in sample selection 
(e.g., when clusters are clearly visible), whilst having the machine intervene when they 
are no so certain about what selections may be beneficial.
Users commented that they found this method most engaging - they would first 
employ the machine-confidence scheme to propose samples, then observe the Sample 
View as they moved mislabelled items, in order to guide them to explore (and select 
samples from) areas where confusion lay. As with the user-selection task, the confu-
sion matrix view could be used which some users found useful for directing their sample 
selection based on classifier errors and target their efforts more effectively. The combi-
nation with the machine selection helped in cases where the user was not clear of what 
a suitable selection may have been. Users reported that they primarily made use of the 
machine-confidence distance-based selection, and random selection methods.
Figure  6 shows the learning curve results for the collaborative selection task for an 
individual, along with sample pool view and classifier view. In this particular example, 
the following pattern of activity was used for the 10 iterations: user-selection, LCRS, 
user-selection, MCDS, user-selection, ECRS, user-selection, RS, user-selection, ECRS. 
From this pattern, it can be seen that a variety of machine-confidence techniques were 
chosen by the user, with the user intervening at every other iteration.
In this example, the collaborative selection achieves 95% for IL, 94% for CBA, 
and 90% for IDA, with 48 samples that required relabelling. This result for CBA is 
equal to the highest scoring machine-driven selection (ECRS), yet here we achieve 
Fig. 6 Results for collaborative sample selection (48 out of 100 user labelled) showing a learning curve plot, 
b sample pool view and c classifier view
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this result with 20 less ‘relabels’ required (48 compared with 68). Therefore, we have 
minimised the amount of relabelling effort required by the user whilst maintaining 
high classifier accuracy. Only the random selection method required less relabelling, 
however it also achieved a lower classifier accuracy which suggests that the collabo-
rative classifier is much more robust. Compared with user-selection, we believe that 
the improvements come when the user is unsure of which samples may best improve 
the classifier, beyond the early selection of samples from each class. Understanding 
the full extent of classifier robustness, beyond classifier accuracy against a test set, is 
a topic that we intend to pursue in the future.
Analysis of machine‑driven selection methods
In addition to our main experimentation, we conduct an analysis of the confidence 
scores assigned to each class, looking at least-confidence selection and distance-
based selection. Figure 7 shows the distribution of confidence scores for each class 
under three different schemes: distance-based selection (DS), least-confidence dis-
tance-based selection (LCDS), and least-confidence random selection (LCRS). From 
our previous results, we have seen that LCRS scores significantly higher across all 
four classifier schemes than the other two methods here. From the box plot, one 
trait that can be seen is how the confidence scores for classes 1 and 7 were much 
lower with LCRS. These are two classes that can often be mis-classified, and so this 
may contribute towards the higher accuracy result. It is important to consider that 
the three methods all consist of different samples being selected. However what this 
result may suggest is that LCRS was able to identify unconfident samples that are 
often mis-classified (1’s and 7’s), and so by having these queried with the user (who 
may have also been low in confidence about their intended class), meant that the 
robustness of the classifier could be improved, resulting in the increase of accuracy. 
To validate this further we conducted this same study for three independent users. 
What we found was that whilst different schemes give different results, the different 
users actually performed the same, with LCRS and LCDS revealing samples that are 
labelled by users as lower in confidence, whilst achieving higher classification accu-
racy in these schemes.
Fig. 7 Confidence ratings for each class based on three methods of machine-driven selection. Legend: DS 
(column 1—blue), LCDS (column 2—green), LCRS (column 3—red)
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Discussion
Following our experimentation, we discuss our findings along with the further research 
challenges that have come as a result of this study.
The inferred labelling scheme gave a result of 94% in the case of least-confidence ran-
dom selection, 96% in the case of user-selection, and 95% in the case of collaborative 
selection. This method was used as a measure of ‘best possible case’, where training can 
be performed on a large sample pool by inferring labels, rather than providing labels 
directly to all samples. Whilst this can be effective in some cases, the primary drawback 
of this approach is clearly having access to a large sample pool to begin with (e.g., in the 
case of MNIST this is 55,000 samples). In the context of our study, we use IL to compare 
the performance of the other three methods that only consider samples that are labelled 
directly. Of the three methods (SIL, IDA, and CBA), the greatest performance was 
achieved using the confidence-based augmentation scheme, scoring 94% accuracy with 
both the entropy-confidence random selection (ECRS) and also the collaborative selec-
tion. Given the significant reduction in the number of original samples required between 
CBA and IL, this demonstrates the benefits of data augmentation when working with 
limited data samples. Investigating this further, the collaborative approach required 
20 less user ‘relabels’ than the ECRS approach. Also, the AUC result for the collabora-
tive approach was 74.80, compared to 73.40 for the ECRS. The AUC result would sug-
gest that the collaborative approach converged and maintained a higher accuracy score 
earlier in the training process than when using the ECRS method. Compared against 
machine-driven techniques, users reported a greater sense of engagement with the col-
laborative approach that enabled them to better inspect the process of sample selection 
and training of the classifier, to understand the classifier performance further. Our find-
ings suggest then that the collaborative approach achieves high accuracy, low ‘re-label-
ling’, and faster convergence, compared to machine-driven selection.
In the case of machine-driven selection, the use of a single technique (distance-based, 
confidence-based, random) will focus effort on only one metric in terms of how sam-
ples are selected. For example, the distance-based approach will obtain excellent cover-
age across the sample pool space, however will fail to extract subtle difference between 
closely-positioned sample that may exhibit different labels (e.g., a ‘3’ may be positioned 
near to an ‘8’ in the sample pool due to the similarity in shape). Figure 8 shows an exam-
ple of this. Likewise, the confidence-based selection methods are powerful for under-
standing the current weaknesses of the classifier, however by focussing only on the 
weak samples, the classifier may fail to obtain sufficient information across all classes 
within the 100 samples tested. Therefore it is highly advantageous to consider multi-
ple machine-based selection schemes, and couple this with the collaborative workflow 
approach.
Much of the current work on active deep learning still assumes a pool of approximately 
1000 labelled instances [39]. Compared to hand-labelling these samples, our approach 
allows much faster preparation of a training set by utilising a classifier based on a small 
sample set, and so could easily work in conjunction with other methods. We purpose-
fully restrict our experimentation to labelling only 100 samples, treating this as the 
upper limit of what a user would deem as acceptable labour requirements for this task 
before fatigue or complacency impact the quality of the user’s responses. To overcome 
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the issue of limited training images, the two augmentation methods provide generated 
samples from the user labelled cases, whilst not requiring additional samples outside of 
those that a genuine label has been given to. These show a significant improvement in 
performance over the single-instance approach (beating it in every iteration of every test 
run), and in many cases, rival closely the inferred approach that serves as a ‘best possible 
case’. In terms of how confidence was incorporated with the augmentation stage of train-
ing, our results suggest some minor improvements here. The limit to this improvement 
may be due to the limited amount of “augmentation” we allowed—just x and y shifts- 
possibly the use of ‘shears’ or rotations would have yielded improved performance. How-
ever, our purpose is to explore a general approach, rather than fine-tune parameters of 
the machine learning algorithms and training. The other aspects of how confidence is 
incorporated into the system (e.g., sample selection based on machine confidence, and 
machine reporting of confidence) both proved effective for encouraging user interaction 
and engagement, and so we believe that there remains much interesting research to pur-
sue on how confidence relates to collaborative interactive systems.
Currently, the confidence-based augmentation method weights samples depending on 
the positioning of the sample by the user. We opt for a higher positioning suggesting that 
it is a good quality exemplar for that class, and therefore should be emphasised within 
the training process. This results in duplicates of good quality samples to weight the sys-
tem towards these. This also essentially reduces the impact that bad quality examples 
can have, without having to completely disregard them from the training process. This is 
particular important in cases where a user is unconfident about the label (e.g., in the case 
Fig. 8 Example to show limitations of distance-based selection scheme. 60 samples have been selected 
by the machine and a cluster of 8’s can be observed. Yet, there is a 3 directly by a selected sample in this 
cluster (manually selected by user). This mis-classification would not be detected by distance-selection until 
the distance parameter is sufficiently low for a neighbouring point to be selected. A collaborative approach 
that incorporates other machine-selection schemes such as machine-confidence random selection (MCRS) 
scheme would help to overcome these limitations
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of a poorly written MNIST digit). In our testing, many digits can easily be mis-classified 
(e.g., 5 and 6’s are similar, so are 4’s and 9’s, and some are very difficult to distinguish). 
If a user provides a label incorrectly, then this will contaminate the training process. 
However, if they can provide the label and state that they are uncertain, this would 
have a much lesser impact on the overall classifier performance. One possible alterna-
tive to weighting by user confidence would to weight samples based on user perceived 
difficulty, where an image that is deemed ‘difficult’ to clearly recognise is placed higher. 
Difficult cases are likely to be towards the boundaries of multiple classes, such as the 
boundary between ‘4’ and ‘9’, or between ‘3’ and ‘8’. If the system was weighted towards 
the edge cases, could this improve the classifier performance? Our initial experimenta-
tion suggests that users deliberately select examples across the boundaries, so there may 
be other forms of how we account for this information. We believe that there is further 
work to be done on exploring how confidence-based augmentation of samples may be 
performed to influence the training set towards the exemplar cases or difficult cases.
Traditionally, machine learning has often been considered to be a ‘black box’, and 
so part of this research has been to explore better forms of interactions with machine 
learning to facilitate understanding. The system allows users to understand the classifier 
performance at intervals between training iterations via a number of interactive forms, 
including the reported test accuracy, the confusion matrix that gives a overview of pre-
diction and actual label correspondence, and sample selection to observe the prediction 
and confidence assigned by the current classifier. The combination of a confidence-based 
visual analytic loop, with an active learning framework, means that we can encourage a 
more dynamic process for collaboration in the task of labelling and training a machine 
learning classifier, providing a more transparent view of how the machine performs, 
where the current classifier limitations are, and how to assist the user for further training 
iterations.
Conclusion
In this work, we have studied how active machine learning can be further enhanced 
through visual analytics to provide greater emphasis towards human-machine collabora-
tion. This is particularly advantageous where limited data samples are available or where 
labelling costs are high. Our visual analytic tool, ActiVAte, integrates a confidence-based 
visual analytic loop to facilitate human-machine collaboration, inspection, transpar-
ency, and trust, in the training of machine learning algorithms. We also explore a vari-
ety of sample selection techniques driven by different actors. From our experimentation, 
we find that collaborative selection provides high learning accuracy (both in terms of 
maximum accuracy achieved, and in terms of how quickly an accurate classifier can be 
achieved) whilst also minimising the labour requirements of user correction and relabel-
ling. We also show how confidence can be integrated within the training process, both 
in terms of how confidence the machine is about a prediction, how confident a user is 
regarding a label, and how samples can be selected based on confidence. We know that 
both machines and users are not infallible, and so there is a need to encourage greater 
interactivity with machine learning systems to allow users to understand how they are 
trained, and whether there are trained ‘correctly’ based on what the user provides as 
input, and what the user may expect as an output. Our system can learn from the user, 
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and the user can learn from the system, whilst recognising that neither is an all-knowing 
oracle but that together they can facilitate the other to promote knowledge generation 
and mutual transparency in the process.
Future work will explore this capability of collaborative human-machine learning 
further. There are a variety of different learning models that could benefit from this 
approach, such as recurrent neural networks that consider the sequential nature of 
observations. We intend to pursue how such learning mechanisms can be supported by 
visual interfaces to further human-machine understanding. As machine learning contin-
ues to be adopted in many different applications in society, understanding and interact-
ing with such models is crucial to ensure that there is accuracy and trust on both sides of 
the collaboration.
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